my examples above, buying two books with different content provides greater collection depth than buying two copies or formats with the same content. Purchasing textbooks and recreational reading would take funds away from the more important goal of supporting student and faculty research. The two Italian faculty at my institution would certainly want and use an Italian literature database, but I can't justify this expense for two faculty in an area without a doctoral program. Overall, I therefore support most of the decisions that I have listed above even when they are counter to our users' wants.
The decision to focus on needs brings with it a heavy obligation to take great care to assess accurately these needs. As a current faculty member who was an academic librarian for twenty-five years, I'm not completely certain that the two groups understand each other as well as they should. Some decisions to focus on needs may have unintended negative consequences. I support, for example, giving each doctoral student in an area with few library resources a small collection development allocation to purchase key works. The academic library should also make the commitment to repurchase items withdrawn from the collection if these items should turn out to be important in the same way that most academic libraries return storage materials to the active collection after a certain number of uses. In other words, a certain portion of any savings from decisions that go against user wants should be allocated to remedying the cases where the perceived want is a valid need.
To return to the issue of the key difference between public and academic libraries, the public library must meet user wants because users directly or indirectly determine its funding. The public library is following a dangerous strategy if it claims to be meeting user needs by overlooking their wants. The philosophy that the goal of the public library is to increase their users' cultural sophistication by purchasing only the highest "quality" materials is dead. The public library must give its users what they want to keep them coming back as public libraries fight for survival.
Academic libraries don't get their funding directly from their users. Students don't get to vote on the library budget. If they did, I'm sure that many academic libraries would have huge textbook collections. Instead, the administration determines the library budget and most often understands the difference between meeting needs and meeting wants. Administrators realize that many of the decisions above are based upon the principle of an effective use of available funding to best meet institutional goals. The academic library should pay attention to user wants, especially those of the faculty since this group has much more power than students; but higher education administrators will support a good reason to say no, especially one with positive fiscal outcomes. I have one additional point to make. In an answer to a comment to her column, Fister states that "none of us can afford books in both e-and print formats." This claim is literally inaccurate because I can think of no academic library that could not afford occasional or perhaps even systematic duplication between the two formats. I would reformulate this comment to what I'm quite sure she really meant: "purchasing books in both e-and print formats is not a good use of scarce resources." Let's be honest in what we tell users, especially when the "right" decision is to say no.
I'll conclude by returning to my opening conceit: "But if you try sometimes, you just might find you get what you need." Most likely, the majority of academic library users are better off from the decision to focus on collection development needs rather than on collection development wants.
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Changing Library Operations -Consortial DemandDriven eBooks at the University of California Each of the ten University of California (UC) libraries has its own history and culture. As a result, each library is at a somewhat different place in the transition from print to electronic resources, the acceptance of eBooks, and the willingness to implement a DDA model of eBook acquisition. These differences made it difficult and time-consuming to reach consensus on the desirability of a systemwide DDA eBook pilot. Conversely, the continuing effect of the 2009 fiscal crisis on library budgets was a strong motivating factor towards implementing a systemwide eBook DDA plan. Between FY 2007 and FY 2013 As a result of these factors: a dire fiscal situation, a long-standing tradition of shared collection development, and local campus experience with eBook DDA plans, the UC Collection Development Officers decided in early 2013 to charge a task force to implement and assess a systemwide eBook DDA pilot. The task force is chaired by Kerry Scott from UC Santa Cruz and includes a member from each of the nine participating campuses and the California Digital Library (CDL). I'm the member for UC Merced. UC San Francisco is not participating in the pilot for reasons that will be explained below.
Before the task force could begin work, there needed to be agreement on the funds to be allocated for the pilot and how much each campus would contribute. We agreed on an initial fund of $200,000 and that we would use a cost share model based on library collection budgets. DDA is both an access model and an ownership model. Everyone needed to understand that it was not possible to predict at the beginning how much money would go toward short-term loans and how much to purchases. This would be determined by user behavior during the pilot. It was therefore not useful to set an initial goal for the number of titles to be purchased during the pilot or to use such a number to assess the success of the pilot.
Several parameters were used in designing the pilot that continue to influence the results. First, the pilot is limited to social science, arts, and humanities titles. Second, the pilot is limited to university presses. UC librarians in the arts, humanities, and social sciences have complained for some time that collection budgets have become skewed toward the physical and life sciences and engineering largely due to the costs of the "big deal" journal packages. One way to address this imbalance would be to make a significant number of high-quality arts, humanities, and social science titles available for possible purchase systemwide. Structuring the pilot in this way also allows UC to direct collection funds in support of university presses. Since UC San Francisco is exclusively a graduate medical and life sciences campus, it chose not to participate in the pilot.
The task force chose to partner with ebrary for the pilot because of the breadth of ebrary's coverage of university presses. Another aspect of breadth is that ebrary also offered content from publishers with the highest percentage of campus spending in recent years. We also work with YBP to manage the profile of titles to be made available to users -the "discovery pool." This is a standard profile documenting allowable publishers, LC classes, publication years, etc. YBP notifies ebrary of titles that meet the profile, and ebrary then makes those titles available on its platform to the nine participating campuses. YBP also handles the deposit account. YBP GOBI is the consortial DDA management system. We wanted to use the short-term loan (STL) model that is a feature of the majority of DDA plans. After discussion, we settled on an initial configuration of three short-term loans with purchase of the title on the fourth access. As part of our discussions with ebrary we had to understand exactly what ebrary counts as an "access." Based partly on the Orbis-Cascade experience, we understood that we needed to be willing to adjust the number of STLs going forward if necessary in order to manage spending.
We originally intended to limit titles in the pilot to 2012 and later because of fear that an earlier start date would result in significant duplication with already-purchased print copies. However, when YBP informed us of the number of available titles from 2012 onward, we decided to change the start date to 2010. We also established an upper cost limit of $250 per title.
One of the central goals of the pilot was that all purchased titles would be available with perpetual access to all nine participating campuses. In order to achieve this goal we had to reach agreement with the publishers on the multiplier to be applied to the price of the eBook in order to make it available to all campuses. Fortunately, YBP was able to supply historical data on the average number of print copies from each publisher acquired by the UC libraries. Based on this data, we were able to agree on a multiplier of three with most publishers and a multiplier of four with a few. This means that we have three or four single-user copies of a purchased title to be shared among users at the nine participating campuses. While turnaways are possible under this methodology, we believe they will be few.
One other important question to be resolved was the mechanism for MARC record distribution to the libraries. Since ebrary requires a campus-specific URL for each title, we originally thought that each library would have to access the ebrary site and download a set of campus-specific records. We subsequently determined that the UC Shared Cataloging Program (SCP) could distribute DDA pilot records in the same way that it distributes MARC records for other consortially-licensed electronic resources. The workflow is as follows: the Shared Cataloging Program accesses the ebrary site and downloads a set of records that are then distributed to the campuses weekly. Each record contains a URL that points to the systemwide SFX link resolver which is able to create on-the-fly a campus-specific URL that meets ebrary's requirements.
To recap the basic outline of the pilot:
• We set what turned out to be a wildly optimistic goal of having the pilot operational by July 1, 2013. Reality set in quickly. We underestimated the time it would take ebrary to persuade the university presses to agree to participate in a DDA pilot using short-term loans. A few refused, but in the end sixty-five university presses agreed to participate. We also underestimated the amount of time it would take to work out all of the details among the UC libraries, ebrary, and YBP. Finally, the question of how to acquire and distribute MARC records for the titles in the pilot took much longer than anticipated to resolve. All of these factors led to the pilot finally getting underway with the first distribution of MARC records in early January 2014. As a result of the delayed start, we will most likely extend the pilot through 2015 to allow two full years of experience before we try to assess its success.
As this column is being written at the beginning of May, the pilot has been in operation for about four months. This is too early to draw firm conclusions, but some early statistics are available. As of 4/30, 1,697 titles were visible in the discovery pool; 422
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